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INTRODUCTION
Welcome to Albany Junior High School (AJHS). You want
to choose a school community that provides informed
pastoral, academic and social experiences for your son or
daughter. At AJHS, our students' learning and wellbeing is
central to everything we strive to achieve. Our Junior
school’s unique four year programme provides curriculum
diversity, challenge, and personalised learning which
fosters and supports the emerging adolescent’s distinctive
learning and personal needs. Our school is very proud to
offer an inclusive, respectful, rich and authentic learning
community where every student is encouraged to explore
and develop their own, and others strengths and
capabilities. We aim to develop the 'whole child' through a
formative developmental stage of their life to equip them
for our changing world. We welcome you and your family
to join us at AJHS.

CONTACT DETAILS
HEADS OF LEARNING
English
Mathematics
Social Studies
Languages
Physical Education & Health
Science
Design & Technology
The Arts - Performing
The Arts - Visual

shelley.wilson@ajhs.school.nz
wendy.you@ajhs.school.nz
kaye.mckean@ajhs.school.nz
kristin.noom@ajhs.school.nz
nicola.kaiwai@ajhs.school.nz
martene.matthews@ajhs.school.nz
rachel.locke@ajhs.school.nz
kirsten.saunders@ajhs.school.nz
carleen.thomas@ajhs.school.nz

CAREERS
Nikki Best

nikki.best@ajhs.school.nz

INTERNATIONAL
Juyoung Kim

juyoung.kim@ajhs.school.nz

Whānau LEADERS
Tui
Makomako
Kiwi
Ruru
DEPUTY PRINCIPALS
Dawn Ross
Sarah Guise
Demian Shaver

Meghan Sutton
Grant Macpherson
Ashmita Dawad
Ian Tagg

YOU NEED TO CONSIDER THE FOLLOWING:
Choose subjects you like and are good at. You will achieve most if you build on your
talents and strengths.
Be careful you are not narrowing your range of future options too much.
Try subjects you think you might pursue at Year 11
Your interests and perhaps future career paths. You will not need to make final
decisions about jobs for several years, but you must be thinking about your future.
Avoid closing doors, choose a variety of option pathways.
If you are choosing a new subject that does not follow on directly from one you are
studying now, do some research by asking various students and the teacher what it's
about and what it's like.

EDUCATIONAL PATHWAYS
Have you got the right subjects for
NCEA in Y11?
You may want to choose a subject in Y9
and 10 to gain skills in preparation to
study Level 1 and 2 in that subject. It is
also a good time to check that this is a
subject you would like to continue deeper
learning in before you reach NCEA. There
are however no requirements to enter into
NCEA at level 1 in year 11 so you will still
be able to redirect yourself later if you
choose to.
Are you thinking about an apprenticeship
or trade?
If you want to get an apprenticeship or a job
in a particular industry, you could study
subjects with skills that will help you get a
Vocational Pathway Award at L2.
Vocational Pathways show you how different
NCEA credits relate to the skills employers
value, and help you pick a tertiary or trade
course that's right for you.
With the subjects we have on offer at AJHS
you are able to start gaining skills towards this
now.
Have you got the right subjects to do
tertiary study?
If you want to go to a polytechnic, university
or wānanga you may need a certain number
of NCEA credits or a tertiary entrance
qualification such as University Entrance. If
there's a course you'd like to do when you
leave school, make sure the subjects you study
will earn the credits you need for it during Y11.
For now you can test out if you like a discipline
by selecting options that link to it.

University information and advice regarding subject choice whilst at school:
Auckland University 2023 Subject Guide for School Students
AUT Careers Advisor Guide
Massey University 2023 Recommended and Required Subjects
Waikato University Choosing Your Subjects in Preparation for Tertiary
Victoria University Choosing School Subjects
Canterbury University YR 11 & YR 12 Subject Choice Recommendations
Lincoln University Best Preparation for study
Otago University Required and Recommended Subjects

THE SIX VOCATIONAL PATHWAYS

Community worker
Counsellor
Teacher
Customs officer
Engineering officer
Fire-fighter
Police
Nursing
DoC worker
Paramedic
Corrections officer
Pilot
Welfare specialist
Medic
Childcare
Midwife
Plunket
Biosecurity
Social worker
Funeral director

Labourer
Builder
Electrician
Landscaper
Architect
Interior designer
Painter
Plumber
Surveyor
Engineer
Plasterer
Roofer
Civil engineer
Welder
Project manager
Forklift operator
Demolition
Infrastructure
Maintenance
Tele coms

Architect
Export & storage
Baker
Animal care
Butcher
Fruit & vege
Boat builder
production
Electrician
Dairy farming
Engineer
Landscaper
Surveyor
Forestry
Technician
Heavy vehicle
Designer
driver
Electrician
Marine farm worker
Food technologist
Processing
Biotechnologist
Machine operator
Processing
Site manager
Computer design
Research worker
Logistics
Scientist
Purchaser
Marine engineer
Defence force
Seed technologist
IT
Arborist
Robotics
Logistics
Software design
Deckhand

Bartender
Barista
Chef/cook
Hotel manager
Receptionist
Waiter/waitress
Conference
manager
Travel agent
Administrator
Salesperson
Flight attendant
Customer services
Beautician
Hairdresser
Store manager
Personal trainer
Event organiser
Armed forces
Data entry

Actor
Artist
Art director
Musician
Singer/Dancer
Film maker
Photographer
Writer/Composer
Designer
Animation
Tech Manager
Computer gaming
Architecture
Advertising
Ngā toi and
Pasifika
practitioner
Kaiako
Kaiāwhina
Director/producer

Subject matcher - http://www.careers.govt.nz/tools/subject-matcher
CareerQuest - https://www.careers.govt.nz/tools/careerquest
Matcher - http://www.careers.govt.nz/tools/skill-matcher
Careers In Technology - https://sites.google.com/ajhs.school.nz/technology/careers

CORE SUBJECTS 2023
English
PE & Health
Mathematics
Science
Social Studies

ENGLISH core full year course

9ENGL

Course Description
English is the study, use, and enjoyment of the English language and its literature. This includes oral, written
and visual communication.
As a core subject, English encompasses learning the language, learning through the language, and learning
about the language.
By studying and analysing a variety of texts, students will increasingly develop their skills in speaking and
listening, reading and writing, as well as presenting and viewing.
Extension Learning Subsidy: $0
Additional costs for EOTC or optional class activities may apply.

PE & HEALTH core full year course

9PEHE

Course Description
Movement is integral to the human experience. It facilitates a lifelong understanding of our bodies,
contributes to our hauora, and allows us to live physically active lives. Movement is affected by and affects
who we are, how we experience and interact with others, and our relationship to and place in society.
Physical Education develops the social, emotional, intellectual, and cultural capabilities of ākonga. These
capabilities inform the ways in which ākonga understand tikanga in movement contexts, provide diverse ways
of participating in physical activities, and contribute to movement's wider benefits to hauora.
Extension Learning Subsidy: $0
Additional costs for EOTC or optional class activities may apply.

MATHEMATICS core full year course

9MATH

Course Description
Mathematics is the exploration and use of patterns and relationships in quantities, space, and time. Statistics
is the exploration and use of patterns and relationships in data. These two disciplines are related, but involve
different ways of thinking and solving problems. Both equip ākonga with effective means for modelling,
analysing, and interpreting the world in which they live. Mathematicians and statisticians use symbols, graphs,
displays, and diagrams to help them find and communicate patterns and relationships. They evaluate
information to make informed decisions and create models to represent both real-life and hypothetical
situations. These situations are drawn from a wide range of social, cultural, scientific, technological,
environmental, and economic contexts.
Extension Learning Subsidy: $0
Additional costs for EOTC or optional class activities may apply.

SCIENCE core full year course

9SCIE

Course Description
Science uses the nature of science strand from The New Zealand Curriculum to teach ākonga what science is
and how scientists work. In core Science students will study all four strands of the science national curriculum:
Material World; Physical World; Living World as well as Nature of Science. The 'Material World' includes
aspects of Chemistry; 'Physical World' includes aspects of Physics and Earth Science; 'Living World' includes
aspects of Biology. Science requires learners to generate and test ideas and gather evidence in order to
develop knowledge, understand it, and explain it. Scientists do this by making observations, carrying out
investigations and modelling, and communicating and debating with others.
Extension Learning Subsidy: $0
Additional costs for EOTC or optional class activities may apply.

SOCIAL STUDIES core full year course

9SOCI

Course Description
Social Studies is about people. Who they are, what they do, how they change, and what happens to them.
Social Studies looks at people in the context of societies in local, national, and global contexts. Students
examine the causes and effects of social issues relating to identity, culture, societal structure and
organisation, to investigate how people respond to change. They consider the past, present, and possible
futures.
Students learn how they can take part in society as informed, critical, and active citizens. Social Studies takes
a flexible and inclusive understanding of the concept of ‘citizen’. This recognises the multiplicity and diversity
of identities, cultures, and experiences in Aotearoa New Zealand, in the Pacific, and connectedness with the
wider world as global citizens.
Extension Learning Subsidy: $0
Additional costs for EOTC or optional class activities may apply.

OPTIONAL SUBJECTS 2023
Year 9 Options 2023
Choose 6 in total.
Each option will run for half a year, unless stated. There are no prerequisites.
You must select at least:
ONE option from Design and Technology,
and

ONE option from The Arts.

Below is the timeline for the Options Selection Process, including what you
need to do.

Date
End of Term 2

Start of Term 3

Tuesday 2nd August
Wednesday 3rd August to
Tuesday 16th August
Wednesday 17th August

Action
Options talks to Y8s from teachers during
lesson time.
Email home to parents.
Options Booklet available on school website.
Talk with your parents, care givers, Whānau
teachers and subject teachers about courses
you are interested in doing next year.
Open / Options Evening

Make your options selections by visiting the
student portal.
Course selection on portal closes. No further
changes are possible after this point.
SLT will follow up with students who were
absent.

Please note: Option classes will only go ahead if a sufficient number of learners choose
the subject. We aim to provide our students with a wide range of learning opportunities
and activities. There is a cost associated with many of these activities that we
unfortunately need to pass on to you. The subsidies below contribute to the cost of any
trips, visiting speakers, workbooks, subscriptions to online sites, consumables, etc. As
these are optional activities, your child will miss out on participating in these extra
activities if the subsidy is not paid. Please contact our Accounts Office if you would like
to set up a payment plan or apply for financial aid from us.

MAKING YOUR SELECTION
Easy as 123…..
Please log into the Student Portal with Student Login and Student Password.
https://portal.ajhs.school.nz/index.php
Click Course Selection

Click option choice in order of preference (6 in order of preference) plus 3 alternative
subjects

Preview your selection and take note of option selection order

When you are happy with your choices click – confirm selection

Click Save

TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS : compulsory to select at least one

DIGITAL AND VISUAL COMMUNICATION

9DVC

Course Description
Learn how to communicate design ideas using 3D drawing methods, rendering and model making.
Undertake a design brief and explore potential solutions using these skills. During this semester course
students will explore 3 design briefs and get the opportunity to work individually and in a group. The briefs
include but are not limited to, a dream study space, a TV or movie set design and the construction of a
novel cardboard chair suitable for a toddler.

Extension Learning Subsidy: $35
Additional costs for EOTC or optional class activities may apply.

DIGITAL DESIGN

9DIDE

Course Description
Crossing the traditional boundaries of arts, design, and technology. Digital Design is a one semester course
that will teach you how to use Adobe software to manipulate images and create original outcomes. In Term 1
you will learn how to use Adobe Photoshop to apply the principles of design and create promotional materials
such as posters, tickets, banners and more. In Term 2 you will use Adobe Illustrator to draw vector based
illustrations. You will also learn how to apply the principles of design to create branding materials such as
logos and vinyl cut decals.

Extension Learning Subsidy: $30
Additional costs for EOTC or optional class activities may apply.

DIGITAL TECHNOLOGIES

9DIGI

Course Description
In Digital Technologies we start with a short course on algorithms. Explore software such as Javascript,
RobotC, Java and the Adobe creative suite. Then produce a digital project. During the second term, we create
a single-page website using HTML and CSS. Once your website is completed we move on to coding
animations and learning to develop an interactive game using Javascript.

Extension Learning Subsidy: $15 (Adobe Creative Suite)
Additional costs for EOTC or optional class activities may apply.

FABRIC TECHNOLOGY

9FABR

Course Description
Are you ready to learn how to sew a sweatshirt? Learn how streetwear, once the domain of skaters and
rappers, became one of the most influential movements in the fashion world, and discover ways to design
your own street style brand and the needed sewing techniques to design and make a custom hoodie.
Extension Learning Subsidy: $75
Additional costs for EOTC or optional class activities may apply.

FOOD TECHNOLOGY

9FOOD

Course Description
We are teaming up with Whipped Cakery! You will spend the semester developing a baked product design
for their cabinet. The best idea will be judged by Whipped who will commercially make your recipe and sell it
as a limited edition product in store. We will be looking at what it takes to own your own cakery, including
analysing the processed Whipped use to design and test new products for their store. You will need to
consider the likes of Whipped target market by choosing an appropriate stakeholder that you will consult
with throughout the developmental process. You will learn about all things baking (both sweet and savoury),
from compotes and coulies, to buttercream and icing, piping and cake decorating.
Extension Learning Subsidy: $75
Additional costs for EOTC or optional class activities may apply.

MATERIALS TECHNOLOGIES

9MATT

Course Description
There’s nothing quite like cruising around town on your own skateboard. Why not learn how to make your
own custom shaped board complete with original self designed brand logo / graphics. You will walk away
with the knowledge and practical making skills to produce your own custom deck and skate branding and
logo designs.

Extension Learning Subsidy: $75
Additional costs for EOTC or optional class activities may apply.

ARTS OPTIONS : compulsory to select at least one

DANCE - Latin, Hip Hop, Tap & Jazz

9DANA

Course Description
The initial focus will be on expanding learners' skills in relation to a variety of dance styles including Latin, hip
hop(a), tap and jazz(a). Guest tutors will teach the learners specialised skills. Learners will be involved in both
performance and choreography and will create and re-create dance works through the process of
manipulating a range of elements, devices, structures and choreographic devices.
Extension Learning Subsidy: $40
Additional costs for EOTC or optional class activities may apply.

DANCE - Ballroom, Hip Hop, Lyrical & Jazz

9DANB

Course Description
The initial focus will be on identifying goals and passions within dance. We will then expand on these and
begin to work towards achieving goals through the dance styles Ballroom, Hip Hop, Lyrical and Jazz. Guest
tutors will work with the students on specialised skills. Students will begin to look at the Dance Elements and
how these can be used to create their own choreography.
Extension Learning Subsidy: $40
Additional costs for EOTC or optional class activities may apply.

DRAMA - A

9DRAA

Course Description
Are you inspired to come up with your own original dramatic ideas? Do you understand exactly what Sir Ken
Robinson meant when he said "If you're not prepared to be wrong, you'll never come up with anything
original". Then Drama - Devised Piece is the course for you. Whether you create original material
independently or enjoy co-creating innovative concepts with others, you will be able to develop as an actor
through creating and performing imaginative, informative and thought-provoking content, both inside and
outside the classroom. Exciting opportunities such as participation in the 48 hour film festival are available
through this course.
Extension Learning Subsidy: $30
Additional costs for EOTC or optional class activities may apply.

DRAMA - B

9DRAB

Course Description
Several studies have demonstrated a correlation between drama involvement and academic achievement. In
addition to having higher standardised test scores, students who participate in drama often improve reading
comprehension, maintain better attendance records, and stay generally more engaged in class. Within this
subject you will create and perform a range of imaginative, informative and thought provoking content,
explored in and outside the classroom. This includes an exploration into devising a simple script, an analysis
of how techniques can change the impact of a performance and their impact on societal expectations, and
exploring various conventions of Drama. This course will also include use of green screen technologies to
change settings and add special effects.
Extension Learning Subsidy: $30
Additional costs for EOTC or optional class activities may apply.

MUSIC - The Blues and Music in Aotearoa

9MUSA

Course Description
Music can enrich students' lives and education. Music positively impacts on a student's academic performance,
assists in developing social skills, and provides an outlet for creativity. Year 9 Music is about freedom of
choice and the right to self expression. This course will challenge the learner to broaden their musical horizons
and channel their inner creativity. Throughout the course, learners will have an opportunity to participate in
bands, music ensembles, creative hubs, songwriter sessions, production and live performances.
Extension Learning Subsidy: $25
Additional costs for EOTC or optional class activities may apply.

MUSIC - Classical and Contemporary

9MUSB

Course Description
Music has always been a safe haven for the introverted, the extroverted, the misunderstood and the different.
It is a collective community of individuals who work to make the world beautiful again. Learners will not only
be a part of this but will also have the opportunity to develop valuable personal skills such as time
management and collaborative teamwork. Year 9 Music is about freedom of choice and the right to self
expression. This course will challenge the learner to broaden their musical horizons and channel their inner
creativity. Throughout the course, learners will have an opportunity to participate in bands, music ensembles,
creative hubs, songwriter sessions, production and live performances.
Extension Learning Subsidy: $25
Additional costs for EOTC or optional class activities may apply.

VISUAL ART - Foundation Skills

9ARTA

Course Description
Within this subject you will have opportunities to explore and experiment with a variety of media. You will
improve your skills at drawing, whether you are an absolute beginner or a highly advanced artist. The key
elements of line, shape, form, tone, colour, texture, space, and design principles will be investigated.
Workshops and tutorials will allow you to discover, explore and develop new techniques in art making.

Extension Learning Subsidy: $50
Additional costs for EOTC or optional class activities may apply.

VISUAL ART - Foundation Skills Extension

9ARTB

Course Description
This course is designed as an extension for students who have completed the Y9 Foundation Skills Course
and attained an evidenced level of success. In this course students have the opportunity to learn through an
individualised learning programme. You will have opportunities for curriculum acceleration at a challenging
level and you will engage in a wide range of enrichment activities to extend your learning. You will need to be
open to new challenges and experiences, passionate about growing and extending yourself as an artist and
have proven your dedicated work ethic in Visual Art.

Extension Learning Subsidy: $50
Additional costs for EOTC or optional class activities may apply.

LANGUAGES OPTIONS

FRENCH - Life as an exchange student in France 9FREN
Course Description
Within this subject you will cover likes and dislikes, describing yourself, family members and pets and living in
a French household. You will also learn about school in France, learn how to communicate the time, your
favourite subjects, eating in a café and fun pastimes like babyfoot.
Extension Learning Subsidy: $0
Additional costs for EOTC or optional class activities may apply.

JAPANESE - Itadakimasu - Let’s Eat

9JAPA

Course Description
Within this subject, you will learn what to say and how to act when you meet new people, how to read and
write the Japanese script of hiragana and basic kanji (Chinese characters). You will learn about various
Japanese foods and cultural dishes from regions of Japan as well as the importance of presentation in
Japanese culture. You will be able to order food and drinks at a Japanese restaurant. This includes taking
orders, asking about recommendations and decisions, exchanging money and giving change. On top of this,
you will express your feelings and practise fun phrases to use when dining out. In addition, students will learn
the Japanese culture when appropriate through various intercultural language learning. For example,
comparing and contrasting New Zealand and Japan’s meals and manners as well as trying Japanese brush
painting of calligraphy.
Extension Learning Subsidy: $0
Additional costs for EOTC or optional class activities may apply.

MANDARIN - Eating Yummy Chinese Food

9MAND

Course Description
Within this subject, you will learn what to say and how to act when you meet new people, how to read and
write the Mandarin role-play script of Pinyin and basic pictographic Chinese characters. You will learn about
daily food and drink vocabulary, daily meals, different types of Chinese cuisines and street food, and key
cooking methods, how to order food at a Chinese restaurant, understand and talk about where, when and
how often activities take place, ask for and respond to simple directions. You will also learn how to express
your feelings, table manners and dining etiquette when eating out and typical traditional food in different
festivals, such as Chinese New Year, Lantern Festival, Moon-cake Festival and Dragon Boat Festival.
Extension Learning Subsidy: $0
Additional costs for EOTC or optional class activities may apply.

SPANISH - ¡Vamos a mi colegio! (My School)

9SPAN

Course Description
Within this subject, you will learn Spanish while creating a school guide book to be used by Spanish- speaking
exchange students. In the process, you will use a range of tools to create a map and prepare a profile of the
school. In addition, you will learn about how schools work in Spanish speaking countries.
Extension Learning Subsidy: $0
Additional costs for EOTC or optional class activities may apply.

TE REO Māori - War and Weaponry

9MAOR

Course Description
This elective is a discovery of Pre-Colonial Māori and the competition for resources. Inter-tribal warfare
married up traditional weaponry with the development, use and needs of the resources available. Students
will learn about the Tikanga (correct protocols and practices) that intertwined the Māori warriors before,
during and after a battle. Meaning and appreciation of Te Reo will permeate throughout this elective. You
will create a range of imaginative, informative and persuasive texts in response to content explored in class.
This includes an exploration into Whalerider, an analysis of fairy tales and their impact on societal
expectations, development of essay and persuasive writing skills in response to texts and a continued focus on
reading-skill growth.
Extension Learning Subsidy: $0
Additional costs for EOTC or optional class activities may apply.

ENGLISH OPTIONS

FILM STUDIES

9FILM

Welcome to the world of Film Studies. This is a semester course in which you will examine all aspects of
film making and how audiences respond to movies. Learn about shot types and camera angles, produce
photo boards, write basic scripts, use storyboards, create models of sets, learn the art of Foley, create your
own soundtracks and discover the world of make-up and costuming.
Extension Learning Subsidy: $0
Additional costs for EOTC or optional class activities may apply.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND HEALTH OPTIONS

SPORTS ACADEMY

9ACAD

At AJHS we have traditionally had a large number of high performing athletes. We know the dedication
that it takes to achieve success at the highest level and as a school we are committed to helping our young
sportsmen and sportswomen excel both in the sporting arena and classroom. Students need to apply. The
selection process is a thorough, objective process including but not limited to; fitness tests, problem-solving
activities and teamwork challenges. Applications will be discussed and further research into students’
abilities/attitudes will be carried out where necessary.
Extension Learning Subsidy: $260
Additional costs for EOTC or optional class activities may apply.

SPORTS SCIENCE

| FULL YEAR COURSE

9SPSC

This course is designed for students who are passionate about sport, recreation and fitness. Students will
spend time developing skills and knowledge into different training techniques and put these into practice
becoming fitter, faster and stronger all whilst developing mental strength. This course also looks at the basics
of Sports Psychology.
Extension Learning Subsidy: $0
Additional costs for EOTC or optional class activities may apply.

SOCIAL STUDIES OPTIONS

GEOGRAPHY - Natural Disasters

9GEOG

Sinkholes that appear overnight, towering tsunami waves from earthquakes thousands of kilometres away,
tornadoes that flatten buildings in seconds, volcanic eruptions that coat cities in metres of ash, this course
focuses on natural disasters. Find out what causes these events, their impacts and consequences and how
you can survive them. Case studies from across the globe will be used.
Extension Learning Subsidy: $0
Additional costs for EOTC or optional class activities may apply.

ACCOUNTING

9ACCO

Accountants form an essential function in business. They calculate your profit, predict the success or failure
of an idea, calculate how much GST you need to pay and keep you honest with the tax man.
This course is a basic introduction to Accounting in a Business. We will learn how to balance our books by
learning how to log our data into our CRJ (Cash Receipts Journal), CPJ (Cash Payments Journal) and
General ledger.
Students will develop skills to properly keep track of money coming in (cash receipts) and money going out
(cash payments) of a business.
This is excellent preparation for students who wish to do Business, Economics or Accounting in the future.
Extension Learning Subsidy: $10
Additional costs for EOTC or optional class activities may apply.

BUSINESS STUDIES

9BUSI

Discover how entrepreneurs innovate, use scarce resources and earn a profit. Discover your creative self as
you innovate a product and create a marketing campaign for it. Could you be the next famous teenage
entrepreneur?
Learn about what it takes to be a successful entrepreneur - the risks that are taken, product development,
logo and brand creation, advertising and marketing. This one semester course focuses on what you need to
know to start your own business. This may be taken separately to Accounting or a student may choose to
select both. As well as learning new ways to think and look at the world, learners also gain valuable
practical experience in setting up and managing a business.
Extension Learning Subsidy: $10
Additional costs for EOTC or optional class activities may apply.

SCIENCE OPTIONS

ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE

9ENVI

This course is for students who want to find out more about the natural world and understand the impact that
humans have upon it. We will investigate the four spheres of planet Earth: atmosphere,
biosphere,hydrosphere and lithosphere, and the interactions between them. During this course you will
increase your understanding of the natural environment using information from biology, chemistry,
geography, earth sciences, physics and engineering. Environmental awareness is crucial for wellbeing,
prosperity and survival on our planet. This subject focuses on the effects of human activity on the
environment and explores how we can protect and restore our natural heritage; minimise human impact;
reverse environmental degradation; and better manage our environment and resources.
Extension Learning Subsidy: $30
Additional costs for EOTC or optional class activities may apply.

HUMAN BIOLOGY

9HBIO

What is blood? 5 litres of crimson liquid flows through your veins. But how does it flow through your body?
How does it support every one of your 30 trillion cells? What are its secrets when it comes to killing and
defeating Covid 19?
In this elective, you will discover the structure of the Circulatory, Respiratory and Immune systems and relate
this to their functions. You will have opportunities to link this understanding to current medical /ethical and
societal issues. Some history of medicine, medical discoveries and famous scientists will be uncovered too.
This is a semester-long course.
Extension Learning Subsidy: $20
Additional costs for EOTC or optional class activities may apply.

Design & Visual Communication

9DVC

Content and ideas:
Learn how to communicate design ideas using 3D drawing methods, rendering and model making.
Undertake a design brief and explore potential solutions using these skills. During this semester course
students will explore 3 design briefs and get the opportunity to work individually and in a group. The briefs
include but are not limited to, a dream study space, a TV or Movie set design and the construction of a novel
cardboard chair suitable for a toddler.
Typical class activities:
This course is designed to teach students how to solve problems, communicate solutions to others by
following a design process and designing quality outcomes. The course will blend more traditional skills and
processes with newer technologies used to model and prototype designs.
Skills focus:
●
●
●
●
●
●

Learn how different drawing methods can be used to explain ideas
Research design innovations for and consider how they might influence your designs
Using the design process, develop a product for a stakeholder.
Learn to use a wide range of 3D drawing methods such as Oblique, Isometric, Perspective and
Orthographic projection
Learn modelling techniques to create a functional prototype.
Evaluate final design for fitness for purpose in the commercial market

Assessment Tasks:
Will include two A3 drawing skills assessments, and a portfolio of work outlining your design process for your
cardboard chair design.
Do this subject if….
You have an interest in design, drawing, architecture, furniture, decorating, technical drawing skills, modelling
and sustainable design solutions.
Extension Learning Subsidy: $35 (Includes, paper, marker use, and cardboard modeling materials)

Digital Design

9DIDE

Content and ideas:
Crossing the traditional boundaries of arts, design, and technology. Digital Design is a one semester course
that will teach you how to use Adobe software to manipulate images and create original outcomes. In Term 1
you will learn how to use Adobe Photoshop to apply the principles of design and create promotional materials
such as posters, tickets, banners and more. In Term 2 you will use Adobe Illustrator to draw vector based
illustrations. You will also learn how to apply the principles of design to create branding materials such as
logos and vinyl cut decals.
Typical class activities:
●
●
●
●
●

Develop skills using different industry standard software by completing tutorials.
Evaluate and Analyse designs against the brief and design elements.
Independently work to explore ideas and problem solve.
Use the design process and communicate design solutions.
Produce your own original designs to address a brief.

Skills focus:
●
●
●

Learn design elements and principles
Develop software knowledge
Extend your critical thinking

Assessment Tasks:
A portfolio of work will be submitted for each project to demonstrate the exploration of skills and techniques,
development of ideas, final outcome and evaluation.
Do this subject if….
If you are creative, like to draw or manipulate digital images, want to learn to use photoshop or illustrator and
have an interest in graphic design this course is for you.
Extension Learning Subsidy: $30 (includes Adobe creative cloud and Vinyl for Decal creation)

Digital Technology

9DIGI

Content and ideas:
Digital Technologies is a one-semester course. We start with a short course on algorithms and then choose a
‘digital’ project. Some of the possibilities are listed in the activities below. During the second term, we create
a single-page website using HTML and CSS. Once your website is completed we move on to coding
animations and learning to develop an interactive game using Javascript.
Typical class activities:
● Understanding algorithms
● Design and code app/game (code.org)
● Build and code a robot
● Design and script an interactive desktop image
● Create an animation (Adobe Animate)
● Create electronic circuits using Arduino
● App Development (code.org)
● Understanding Computer Science (code.org)
Skills focus:
●
●
●
●

●

Programming with Javascript, RobotC, Java
Scripting (HTML & CSS)
Design and heuristics
Adobe Suite
○ Animate (animation)
○ Premiere Pro (video editing)
○ Dreamweaver (web scripting)
Digital ethics

Assessment Tasks:
Projects will include understanding Computer Science, creating a website, developing a game and/or creating
your own digital product.
Do this subject if…
You are keen to learn more about Digital Technologies, Computer Science, design, programming and future
technologies. This course leads to NCEA Level 1.
Extension Learning Subsidy: $15 (Adobe Suite subscription)
NB: This is an optional subscription to the Adobe Suite. If you prefer to focus on
coding/robotics/electronics/app development, you will not need the Adobe Suite. If you are more
design-focused or interested in web design/video editing/animation/streaming, you would benefit from the
subscription.

Fabric Technology

9FABR

Don’t sweat it - Sew a hoodie
Content and ideas:
Are you ready to learn how to sew a sweatshirt? Learn how streetwear, once the domain of skaters and
rappers, became one of the most influential movements in the fashion world, and discover ways to design
your own street style brand and the needed sewing techniques to design and make a custom hoodie.
Typical class activities:
This course is designed to teach students how to solve problems, communicate solutions to others by
following a design process and making quality products. The course will blend more traditional sewing skills
and processes with newer technologies used to manufacture textile products.
Skills focus:
●
●
●
●
●
●

Learn about the clothing manufacturing industry and the history of streetwear
Using the design process, develop a custom streetwear brand and hoodie
Use functional modelling techniques to test design ideas
Understand the functional properties of knit fabrics
Learn to use a wide range of sewing techniques needed to make a hoodie prototype
Evaluate final design for fitness for purpose in the commercial market

Assessment Tasks:
●
●
●
●

Ability to use existing design research to inform design ideas
Produce a range of design ideas that meet specifications
Use a range of functional modelling techniques to test design ideas
Produce a final prototype by selecting and using appropriate materials and techniques

Do this subject if….
You have an interest in fashion design, clothing manufacturing processes, streetwear branding aesthetics,
practical sewing techniques, digital screen printing.
Elective cost: $75.00

Materials Technology

9MATT

How to make a Skateboard Deck
Content and ideas:
There’s nothing quite like cruising around town on your own skateboard. Why not learn how to make your
own custom shaped board complete with original self designed brand logo / graphics. You will walk away
with the knowledge and practical making skills to produce your own custom deck and skate branding and
logo designs.
Typical class activities:
This course is designed to teach students how to solve problems, communicate solutions to others by
following a design process and making quality products. The course will blend the more traditional practical
making skills and processes with newer digital technologies used to manufacture industrial products.
Skills focus:
●
●
●
●
●
●

Learn about the current manufacturing process of skateboard decks and the historical technological
developments that have advanced skateboard deck design and manufacturing.
Using the design process, develop a custom skateboard deck and branding artwork.
Use functional modelling techniques to test design ideas for functional attributes.
Understand the functional properties of plywood and laminating veneers to bend and shape.
Learn to use a wide range of hand and electrical tools needed to make a skateboard deck prototype
Evaluate final design for fitness for purpose in the commercial market

Assessment Tasks:
●
●
●
●

Ability to use existing design research to inform current design ideas
Produce a range of design ideas that meet specifications
Use a range of functional modelling techniques to test design ideas
Produce a final prototype by selecting and using appropriate tools and materials best suited to
design.

Do this subject if….
You have an interest in industrial product design, skateboarding, streetwear branding aesthetics, workwood
practical skills, digital manufacturing programmes, laser cutting design, graffiti art and stenciling.
Elective cost: $75.00

Food Technology

9FOOD

Whipped Cakery Collab
Content and ideas:
We are teaming up with Whipped Cakery! You will spend the semester developing a baked product design
for their cabinet. The best idea will be judged by Whipped who will commercially make your recipe and sell it
as a limited edition product in store. We will be looking at what it takes to own your own cakery, including
analysing the processed Whipped use to design and test new products for their store. You will need to
consider the likes of Whipped target market by choosing an appropriate stakeholder that you will consult
with throughout the developmental process. You will learn about all things baking (both sweet and savoury),
from compotes and coulies, to buttercream and icing, piping and cake decorating.
Typical class activities:
Visit Whipped Cakery to see what they offer, how they present their cabinets, get an idea of price, etc. Make
some typical cabinet foods and then alter them to increase their WOW factor. Learn specialised techniques
such as cake decorating that go beyond your basic cooking skills.
Skills focus:
This course is an introduction to a wide range of practical baking skills and decorating techniques needed to
become a Pastry Chef. We will practise and master the technical baking skills required to make a commercial
food product. (both sweet and savoury). Skills such as cake decorating, using a palette knife, piping, painting
and making intricate sugar fondant decorations, as well as developing a knowledge of the functional
properties of ingredients and baking techniques to manipulate taste and texture of a baked product.
Assessment Tasks:
Make a final prototype of a baked food product design suitable to be commercially sold. You will need to
provide all of the information a business would need in order to decide whether your product design will be a
successful product in appeal to customers and financially viable to make and sell for profit.
Do this subject if....
You have an interest in becoming a Pastry Chef, working in the Hospitality Industry, Food Science, product
design and development, home baking and cake decorating.
Extension Learning Subsidy: $75

Dance

9DANA

Latin, Hip Hop, Tap and Jazz
Content and ideas:
The initial focus will be on expanding learners' skills in relation to a variety of dance styles including Latin,
hip hop(a), tap and jazz(a). Guest tutors will teach the learners specialised skills. Learners will be involved
in both performance and choreography and will create and re-create dance works through the process of
manipulating a range of elements, devices, structures and choreographic devices.
Typical class activities:
Learners will gain confidence to share their skills with others in the class and to take part in all dance styles
at the introductory level. Students will also learn basic dance vocabulary, body science, fitness, health and
nutrition. For those that need extending, we continue building on the skills and capabilities and explore
further dance genres. Learners will then use this knowledge to choreograph performance pieces and
explore the interpretation of lyrics through movement both individually and in groups.
Skills focus:
Whether they are a beginner or a seasoned performer, this course caters for all learners as individuals.
Learners will be guided through all styles of dance and be encouraged to meet personal and class goals.
They will grow in their love and passion for dance in a safe environment. Learners will have opportunities to
explore their own abilities to choreograph dances through a range of styles, as well as learning sequences
of choreography in hip hop(a), Latin, tap and jazz(a).
Assessment Tasks:
● Present a group performance
● Create an original section of choreography as a solo or in small groups
● Demonstrate understanding of dance elements and the role they play in creating choreography
Do this subject if….
You have a passion for Dance and would like to explore your own abilities to move and create.
Extension Learning Subsidy: $40 (covers external dance specialists/costumes fee)

Dance

9DANB

Ballroom, Hip Hop, Lyrical and Jazz
Content and ideas:
The initial focus will be on identifying goals and passions within dance. We will then expand on these and
begin to work towards achieving goals through the dance styles Ballroom, Hip Hop, Lyrical and Jazz. Guest
tutors will work with the students on specialised skills. Students will begin to look at the Dance Elements
and how these can be used to create their own choreography.
Typical class activities:
Learners will gain confidence to share their skills with others in the class and to take part in all dance styles
at the introductory level. Students will also learn basic dance vocabulary, body science, fitness, health and
nutrition. For those that need extending, we continue building on the skills and capabilities and explore
further dance genres. Learners will then use this knowledge to choreograph performance pieces and
explore the interpretation of lyrics through movement both individually and in groups.
Skills focus:
Whether they are a beginner or a seasoned performer, this course caters for all learners as individuals.
Learners will be guided through all styles of dance and be encouraged to meet personal and class goals.
They will grow in their love and passion for dance in a safe environment. Learners will have opportunities to
explore their own abilities to choreograph dances through a range of styles, as well as learning sequences
of choreography in hip hop(a), Latin, tap and jazz(a).
Assessment Tasks:
● Present a group performance
● Create an original section of choreography as a solo or in small groups
● Demonstrate understanding of dance elements and the role they play in creating choreography
Do this subject if….
You have a passion for Dance and would like to explore your own abilities to move and create.
Extension Learning Subsidy: $40 (covers external dance specialists/costumes fee)

Y9 Drama A

9DRAA

Content and ideas:
Are you inspired to come up with your own original dramatic ideas? Do you understand exactly what Sir Ken
Robinson meant when he said "If you're not prepared to be wrong, you'll never come up with anything
original". Then Drama - Devised Piece is the course for you. Whether you create original material
independently or enjoy co-creating innovative concepts with others, you will be able to develop as an actor
through creating and performing imaginative, informative and thought-provoking content, both inside and
outside the classroom.
Typical class activities:
●
●
●
●
●
●

Devising
Annotation of scripts
Setting a simple lighting scheme
Performing plays
Performing a range of theatre forms
Entering 48 hr Film Festival

Skills focus:
In Drama, learners follow a process of planning, creating, rehearsing, presenting and reflecting as they act
out real or imagined events. They explore feelings and their consequences by analysing what characters in a
script or text do and why. At the end of this course you will be able to communicate with an audience
through an improvised performance, demonstrating the conventions, techniques and elements of Drama.
Assessment tasks:
Performance of a devised theatre piece, Script performance.
Do this subject if…
You would like to improve communicating with a wider audience, enjoy rehearsing to prepare for a
performance and are keen to learn with others who share a passion for Drama.

Extension Learning Subsidy: $30 (for resources and specialist tutors)
NB: By choosing Year 9 Drama you will have the opportunity to attend the Wellington Trip

Y9 Drama B

9DRAB

Content and ideas:
Several studies have demonstrated a correlation between drama involvement and academic achievement. In
addition to having higher standardised test scores, students who participate in drama often improve reading
comprehension, maintain better attendance records, and stay generally more engaged in class. Within this
subject you will create and perform a range of imaginative, informative and thought provoking content,
explored in and outside the classroom. This includes an exploration into devising a simple script, an analysis
of how techniques can change the impact of a performance and their impact on societal expectations, and
exploring various conventions of Drama.

Typical class activities:
●
●
●
●

Devising and performing a script
Setting a simple lighting scheme
Use of the green screen
Rehearsing and performing a range of theatre forms

Skills focus:
●
●
●

Learn film and production techniques
Develop analytical skills
Extend your critical thinking

Assessment tasks:
In Drama, learners follow a process of planning, creating, rehearsing, presenting and reflecting as they act
out real or imagined events. They explore feelings and their consequences by analysing what characters in a
script or text do and why. At the end of this course you will be able to communicate with an audience by
devising and performing a script, demonstrating the conventions, techniques and elements of Drama.
Do this subject if…
You would like to improve communicating with a wider audience, enjoy rehearsing to prepare for a
performance and are keen to learn with others who share a passion for Drama.

Extension Learning Subsidy: $30 (for resources and specialist tutors)
NB: By choosing Year 9 Drama you will have the opportunity to attend the Wellington Trip

Music

9MUSA

The Blues and Music of Aotearoa
Content and ideas:
Music can enrich students' lives and education. Music positively impacts on a student's academic
performance, assists in developing social skills, and provides an outlet for creativity. Year 9 Music is about
freedom of choice and the right to self expression. This course will challenge the learner to broaden their
musical horizons and channel their inner creativity. Throughout the course, learners will have an opportunity
to participate in bands, music ensembles, creative hubs, songwriter sessions, production and live
performances.
Typical class activities:
●
●
●
●
●

Learn a musical instrument by practising, listening to feedback, making adjustments, and seeing
positive changes
Develop basic music notation skills including musical terms and symbols
Engage in the analysis and appreciation of music through topic studies on The Blues and Music of
Aotearoa / New Zealand
Practise aural skills
Explore the elements of music in order to create original compositions

Skills focus:
●
●
●
●
●

Improve practical skills to present performances
Develop literacy in music theory, aural perception and analysis
Investigate the history of music in context, in order to understand the music of today and beyond
Create original compositions
Participate in extension activities through co-curricular and extra-curricular involvement.

Assessment Tasks:
●
●
●

Present a solo performance and reflective journal
Create an original instrumental composition
Demonstrate understanding of basic music theory, aural skills and musical contexts, including The
Blues and Music of Aotearoa / New Zealand

Do this subject if…
You love Music and want to learn with others who are also passionate about Music!
Extension Learning Subsidy: $25 (private Music tuition encouraged)

Music

9MUSB

Classical and Contemporary
Content and ideas:
Music has always been a safe haven for the introverted, the extroverted, the misunderstood and the
different. It is a collective community of individuals who work to make the world beautiful again. Learners
will not only be a part of this but will also have the opportunity to develop valuable personal skills such as
time management and collaborative teamwork. Year 9 Music is about freedom of choice and the right to self
expression. This course will challenge the learner to broaden their musical horizons and channel their inner
creativity. Throughout the course, learners will have an opportunity to participate in bands, music ensembles,
creative hubs, songwriter sessions, production and live performances.
Typical class activities:
●
●
●
●
●

Work in bands or groups to engage in teamwork, develop negotiation skills, problem solve, and
integrate collectively in order to present a dynamic performance
Develop basic music notation skills including musical terms and symbols
Engage in the analysis and appreciation of music through topic studies on the Classical Period and
Contemporary music
Examine the elements of music including structure
Explore various media in order to create original compositions

Skills focus:
●
●
●
●
●

Improve practical skills to present performances
Develop literacy in music theory, aural perception and analysis
Investigate the history of music in context, in order to understand the music of today and beyond
Create original compositions
Participate in extension activities through co-curricular and extra-curricular involvement

Assessment Tasks:
●
●
●

Present a group performance and reflective journal
Create an original composition
Demonstrate understanding of basic music theory, aural skills and musical contexts, including
Classical and Contemporary Music

Do this subject if…
You love Music and want to learn with others who are also passionate about Music!
Extension Learning Subsidy: $25 (private Music tuition encouraged

Visual Art

9ARTA

Foundation Skills
Content and ideas:
Within this subject you will have opportunities to explore and experiment with a variety of media. You will
improve your skills at drawing, whether you are an absolute beginner or a highly advanced artist. The key
elements of line, shape, form, tone, colour, texture, space, and design principles will be investigated.
Workshops and tutorials will allow you to discover, explore and develop new techniques in art making.
Typical class activities:
●
●
●

Draw and paint from real life, tutorials and photographs
Explore skills and techniques using a variety of mediums
Reflect on artistic development and set relevant goals

Skills focus:
●
●
●
●

Consolidate understanding of art elements and principles
Develop foundation skills of observation
Explore realistic light and shading effects, drawing techniques, colour, blending, rendering, texture,
shape, proportion, perspective, angles, size, curves and composition.
Interpret and evaluate art through constructive reflection

Assessment Tasks:
You will create a variety of images demonstrating the wide array of skills you have acquired throughout the
semester. At the completion of this programme you will have a portfolio of artwork to showcase.
Do this subject if….
You are interested in Art and are motivated to enhance your artistic skills to the next level. This course is for
everyone from beginner to advanced. If you enjoy drawing, developing innovative problem solving strategies,
being creative, and want to learn how to use new techniques in your art making then this courses is for you.
Extension Learning Subsidy: $50 (excludes Visual Diary and Stationery/Personal Art Kit).
The course cost will enable us to provide the materials for a quality experience for our learners. Students
wishing to paint on canvas will need to provide this from home.

Visual Art

9ARTB

Extension of Foundation Skills
Content and ideas:
This course is designed as an extension for students who have completed the Y9 Foundation Skills Course
and attained an evidenced level of success. In this course students have the opportunity to learn through an
individualised learning programme. You will have opportunities for curriculum acceleration at a challenging
level and you will engage in a wide range of enrichment activities to extend your learning. You will need to
be open to new challenges and experiences, passionate about growing and extending yourself as an artist
and have proven your dedicated work ethic in Visual Art.
Typical class activities:
●
●
●

Work with a wide range of materials, media and techniques
Explore a range of Art styles
Develop skills as a dynamic thinker and problem solver, two of the most valuable skills that today’s
employers actively seek in candidates

Skills focus:
●
●

Develop a diverse portfolio reflecting your art learning over the course
Reflect on your journey of personal artistic growth and set goals for development

Assessment Tasks:
You will create a variety of images that showcase the wide array of skills you have acquired
throughout the year. At the completion of this programme you will have a portfolio of artwork to
showcase.
Do this subject if....
Your grade evidence in the Y9 Foundation Skills Course demonstrates your proven ability, success
and dedication to Visual Art. This subject is for you if you are a highly motivated and talented
artist and are ready to extend your art skills to the next level. You will be excited by creative
opportunities to use your imagination and be open to new ways of seeing, thinking and making.
The Visual Art Extension Course will broaden your horizons and prepare you for a breadth of
career paths in the Visual Arts.
Extension Learning Subsidy: $50 (excludes Visual Diary and Stationery/Personal Art Kit).
The course cost will enable us to provide the materials for a quality experience for our learners.
Students wishing to paint on canvas will need to provide this from home.

French

9FREN

Life as an exchange student in France
Content and ideas:
Within this subject you will cover likes and dislikes, describing yourself, family members and pets and living
in a French household. You will also learn about school in France, learn the time, your favourite subjects,
eating in a café and fun pastimes like babyfoot.
Typical class activities:
Typical class activities for this subject include learning vocabulary and grammar through games, audio and
video clips, digital learning through Education Perfect, Edpuzzle and Quizziz to support learning and a
variety of written, speaking and reading exercises. Work in collaborative groups to extend understanding.
Skills focus:
At the end of this subject, you will be able to speak French using familiar words on topics learnt,
understand simple texts and respond appropriately. You will be able to understand some of the French
cultures and traditions.
Assessment Tasks:
●
●

Create a video diary on a “Day in your life at AJHS”, videoing your daily routine at school to show
exchange students who want to visit from France
Create a menu in French for a virtual restaurant/café

Do this subject if….
You are passionate about languages and you want to learn French from scratch.
Extension Learning Subsidy: $0

Japanese

9JAPA

Itadakimasu - Let’s Eat
Content and ideas:
Within this subject, you will learn what to say and how to act when you meet new people, how to read and
write the Japanese script of hiragana and basic kanji (Chinese characters). You will learn about various
Japanese foods and cultural dishes from regions of Japan as well as the importance of presentation in
Japanese culture. You will be able to order food and drinks at a Japanese restaurant. This includes taking
orders, asking about recommendations and decisions, exchanging money and giving change. On top of this,
you will express your feelings and practise fun phrases to use when dining out. In addition, students will
learn the Japanese culture when appropriate through various intercultural language learning. For example,
comparing and contrasting New Zealand and Japanese meals and manners as well as trying Japanese brush
painting of calligraphy.
Typical class activities:
Typical class activities include reading and writing games to learn hiragana and vocabulary like kurata
(card-games) and board games. Actively watching anime to learn natural Japanese and culture. Many
cultural activities will be integrated with lessons. For example, comparing New Zealand and Japanese meals
and manners. There will be a range of digital resources like Education Perfect, Edpuzzle and Quizziz
implemented into lessons to support learning and understanding. Among other activities, there will be
memory games and a group-based Fear Factor food challenge as well as sushi making. Finally, to celebrate
learning there will be a trip to a Japanese restaurant.
Skills focus:
At the end of this subject, you will be able to read and write in Japanese script and use basic kanji for a
range of vocabulary including your name. You will converse in Japanese to ask for things and recommend
dishes, decline politely using correct cultural etiquette. You will also describe the look and taste of food to
express an opinion. You will recognise Japanese currency and be able to count and add up to ten thousand
in the Japanese way. In addition to this, you will be able to use a range of counters to ask for objects and
exchange money or use credit cards. On top of this, you will learn a range of formulaic expressions and
conversational filler words to interact in conversations naturally in order to sound more authentic.
Assessment Tasks:
For your assessment tasks in this subject, you will create a digital fusion menu that reflects New Zealand
and Japanese cuisine and work collaboratively to create and present a role play in a restaurant setting using
spoken Japanese.
Do this subject if….
You want to learn Japanese while having a fun cultural experience!
Extension Learning Subsidy: $0

Mandarin

9MAND

Eating Yummy Chinese Food
Content and ideas:
Within this subject, you will learn what to say and how to act when you meet new people, how to read and
write the Mandarin role-play script of Pinyin and basic pictographic Chinese characters. You will learn about
daily food and drink vocabulary, daily meals, different types of Chinese cuisines and street food, and key
cooking methods, how to order food at a Chinese restaurant, understand and talk about where, when and
how often activities take place, ask for and respond to simple directions. You will also learn how to express
your feelings, table manners and dining etiquette when eating out and typical traditional food in different
festivals, such as Chinese New Year, Lantern Festival, Moon-cake Festival and Dragon Boat Festival.
Typical class activities:
Typical class activities for this topic include card games, board games, role-play, speech, and working in
collaborative groups to extend understanding, e.g. short film contest. There will be a range of digital
resources like Education Perfect, Edpuzzle and Quizlet implemented into lessons to support learning. In
addition, students will learn the Chinese culture when appropriate through various integrated studies, e.g.:
compare and contrast daily meals between NZ and China, research the popular Chinese cuisines, tea
ceremony, and making dumplings or mooncakes.
Skills focus:
At the end of this subject, you will be able to read and write in Mandarin script and use basic pictographic
Chinese characters to create your own story. You will express intentions and future plans. You will also
describe the taste of food. You will be able to count from one to one thousand in Mandarin and calculate
your profit for your stall. You will also use Mandarin for bargaining and negotiating meaning in dialogue
e.g.: clarification.
Assessment Tasks:
For your assessment tasks in this subject, you will organise a Chinese Food Market Day, including designing
a poster or social media (Facebook/Instagram) post to advertise your food stall, calculating the profit, and
team-working selling project.
Do this subject if….
You want to learn Mandarin while having a fun cultural experience!
Extension Learning Subsidy: $0

Spanish

9SPAN

¡Vamos a mi colegio! (My School)
Content and ideas:
Within this subject, you will learn Spanish while creating a school guide book to be used by Spanishspeaking exchange students. In the process, you will use a range of tools to create a map and prepare a
profile of the school. In addition, you will learn about how schools work in Spanish speaking countries.
Typical class activities:
Typical class activities include a variety of writing, reading, listening and speaking exercises while working in
collaborative groups to extend understanding. You will present some of the extracurricular activities at your
school and talk about your daily routine. You will participate in a zoom conversation with students from a
junior high school in Mexico. You will create a school mascot and invent a school cheer. In addition, you will
design a school flag and film a guided tour of the school.
Skills focus:
At the end of this subject, you will be able to communicate in Spanish by using familiar language with some
flexibility and pick up some new language from its context. You will be able to read and write simple notes
and short letters and fill out most parts of official forms. You will be able to understand and make use of
many of the customs and beliefs of Spanish speaking cultures.
Assessment Tasks:
For your assessment tasks in this subject, you will use your writing skills to create a school guide book and
produce a filmed guided tour of the school to demonstrate your knowledge of the language.
Do this subject if….
You enjoy languages and would like to learn about Spanish speaking cultures.
Extension Learning Subsidy: $0

Te Reo Māori

9MAOR

War and Weaponry
Content and ideas:
This elective is a discovery of Pre-Colonial Māori and the competition for resources. Inter-tribal warfare
married up traditional weaponry with the development, use and needs of the resources available. Students
will learn about the Tikanga (correct protocols and practices) that intertwined the Māori warriors before,
during and after a battle. Meaning and appreciation of Te Reo will permeate throughout this elective. You will
create a range of imaginative, informative and persuasive texts in response to content explored in class. This
includes an exploration into Whalerider, an analysis of fairy tales and their impact on societal expectations,
development of essay and persuasive writing skills in response to texts and a continued focus on
reading-skill growth.
Typical class activities:
Activities will include, researching items of Māori warfare and learning to form sentence structures to
describe their use, in Te Reo. Students will learn how to use these weapons through movement and training.
Aspects of design will be incorporated into making a particular Māori weapon of your choice. Students will
also be required to research and explore myths of a famous Māori warrior in essay form. Aspects of Kapa
Haka and Waiata will be learned that support Tikanga within this topic.
Skills focus:
At the end of this elective, students will be able to use complex sentences in Te Reo to describe elements of
weaponry and warfare. They will develop a range of vocabulary that is descriptive and emotive. Students will
develop critical thinking skills by comparing and contrasting Māori values to pakeha values. Students will
develop movement skills associated with weapon use. Students will develop performance skills in Haka and
Waiata.
Assessment Tasks:
Assessment tasks in this elective will include showing knowledge in Kapa Haka and Waiata. Student will have
to show the correct use of sentence structure and word choice both in the written form and spoken form
Extension Learning Subsidy: $0

Film Studies

9FILM

Content and ideas:
Welcome to the world of Film Studies. This is a semester course in which you will examine all aspects of
film making and how audiences respond to movies.
Typical class activities:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Learn about shot types and camera angles
Produce photo boards
Write basic scripts
Use storyboards
Create models of sets
Learn the art of foley
Create your own soundtracks
Discover the world of make-up and costuming

Skills focus:
●
●
●
●

Film techniques - such as camera angles, shot types and lighting
Production techniques
Develop analytical skills
Extend your critical thinking

Assessment Tasks:
These will include a variety of tasks around film production.

Do this subject if...
You love movies and are interested in how they are made.
Extension Learning Subsidy: $0

Introduction Sports Science

9SPOR

Content and ideas:
This course is designed for students who are passionate about sport, recreation and fitness. Students will
spend time developing skills and knowledge into different training techniques and put these into practice
becoming fitter, faster and stronger all whilst developing mental strength. This course also looks at the
basics of Sports Psychology.
Typical class activities:
Typical class activities for this subject include but are not limited to: practical fitness sessions, running,
boxing, body conditioning, variety of sports and games and personal training.
Skills focus:
Participate in a range of training sessions to develop fitness, strength and coordination. You will also be able
to describe the influence of mental strength in athletes and overcoming obstacles to experience success.
Use mental strength techniques to learn and master new skills and activities, e.g. frisbee golf.
Assessment Tasks:
●
●
●

For your assessment tasks in this subject, you will participate in training sessions to increase your
cardiovascular fitness.
Demonstrate your retention of basic human anatomy.
Participate in new activities to develop mental resilience and complete a sports psychology athlete
research assignment.

Do this subject if….
You are passionate about sport, recreation and fitness
Extension Learning Subsidy: $0 However, there will be opportunities to attend off site attractions like
‘Jump’ and/or ‘Snowplanet’ which will include a small cost, and will only be payable if attending.

Sports Academy

9ACAD

Content and ideas:
At AJHS we have traditionally had a large number of high performing athletes. We know the dedication that
it takes to achieve success at the highest level and as a school we are committed to helping our young
sportsmen and sportswomen excel both in the sporting arena and classroom. Students need to apply. The
selection process is a thorough, objective process including but not limited to; fitness tests, problem-solving
activities and teamwork challenges. Applications will be discussed and further research into students’
abilities/attitudes will be carried out where necessary.
Typical class activities:
Typical class activities for this subject include strength and conditioning exercises, fitness sessions, running,
boxing, planning and training for an aquathlon, tough guy/gal event, learning to ski or snowboard at
Snowplanet, trampolining at Jump, understanding basic functional anatomy, nutrition, methods and
principles of training, risk analysis management systems, introductory psychology and research
assignments. Academy students are often called upon to help with the running and organisation of school
events like cross country, swimming sports and athletics days.
Skills focus:
Participate in a range of training sessions to develop fitness, strength and coordination. Students will have a
new appreciation for what being a member of a team looks, sounds and feels like. Develop a better
understanding of how the mind works, particularly in overcoming obstacles. Students will apply their
knowledge of the methods and principles of training to help improve their performances. Learn new skills
and experience activities, games and sports.
Assessment Tasks:
●
●
●
●

Participate in fitness training sessions including the bronco test
Demonstrate the retention of basic human anatomy
Participate in activities that require a self and peer assessment
Complete a research assignment and deliver a small group presentation

Do this subject if….
You are successful in the application and trial process and are passionate about sport and improving upon
your own specific skill sets. If you want to be part of a team that is not afraid to work hard and to uphold
the values of the school.
Extension Learning Subsidy: $260

Accounting

9ACCO

Content and ideas:
Accountants form an essential function in business. They calculate your profit, predict the success or failure
of an idea, calculate how much GST you need to pay and keep you honest with the tax man.
This course is a basic introduction to Accounting in a Business. We will learn how to balance our books by
learning how to log our data into our CRJ (Cash Receipts Journal), CPJ (Cash Payments Journal) and General
ledger.
Students will develop skills to properly keep track of money coming in (cash receipts) and money going out
(cash payments) of a business. This is excellent preparation for students who wish to do Business,
Economics or Accounting in the future.
Typical class activities:
●
●
●
●
●
●

Classify income and expenses
Calculate cash flow
Create accurate journals and ledgers
Understand and use the accounting equation
Define and apply double entry
Learn why accountants are so important to business

Skills focus:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Define accounting
Create a trial balance
Understand assets and liabilities
Classify expenses
Calculate GST
Understand the accounting equation
Identify debits and credits on T accounts
Apply debits and credits on a three column ledger
Calculate profit and loss
Identify which cash journal to use

Assessment Tasks:
A variety of assessment methods are used including entering data correctly in journals, ledgers and final
statements.
Do this subject if….
You have an interest in business, economics, accounting and want to have a go at understanding how to
manage finances in a business.
Extension Learning Subsidy: $10 (include workbook)

Business Studies

9BUSA

Content and ideas:
Discover how entrepreneurs innovate, use scarce resources and earn a profit. Discover your creative self as
you innovate a product and create a marketing campaign for it. Could you be the next famous teenage
entrepreneur?
Learn about what it takes to be a successful entrepreneur - the risks that are taken, product development,
logo and brand creation, advertising and marketing. This one semester course focuses on what you need to
know to start your own business. This may be taken separately to Accounting or a student may choose to
select both. As well as learning new ways to think and look at the world, learners also gain valuable
practical experience in setting up and managing a business. This includes:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Entrepreneur studies
Innovators and Inventors
Scarce resources and the
environment
The 4 P's of Marketing
Financial management
The basic economic problem

* A computer or similar device is required for this subject.
Typical class activities:
In this one semester elective, students get the opportunity to pursue their entrepreneurial passion and
experiment with building a business, turning their idea into reality.
Skills focus:
Learners will develop the following core skills and attributes of being a successful entrepreneur.
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Resiliency
Problem solving
Creativity
Resourcefulness
Entrepreneurial zest
Creative Thinking
Presentation skills
Collaboration

Assessment Tasks:
A variety of assessment methods are used including product design and logo creation, advertising,
investigating an innovative Kiwi entrepreneur, applying and reflecting on theoretical learning.
Do this subject if….
You have an interest in business, economics, accounting and want to have a go at making and selling your
own products or services to earn a profit.
Extension Learning Subsidy: $10 (include workbook)
(includes costs of materials for business activity and guest speaker / excursion expenses)

Geography

9GEOG

Natural Disasters
Content and ideas:
Sinkholes that appear overnight, towering tsunami waves from earthquakes thousands of kilometres away,
tornadoes that flatten buildings in seconds, volcanic eruptions that coat cities in metres of ash, this course
focuses on natural disasters. Find out what causes these events, the impacts and consequences of them and
how you can survive them. Case studies from across the globe will be used.

Typical class activities:
●
●
●
●
●

Investigating
Inquiring
Mapping
Defining processes
Drawing and annotating diagrams

Skills Focus:
●
●
●
●
●
●

Understand the processes that interact to cause natural disasters.
Understand why these disasters happen in the locations and environments they do. Why are
tornadoes most prevalent in the US?
What do tectonic plates have to do with tsunamis? Understanding coastal erosion
Evaluate the consequences of natural disasters on people and the environment.
Causes of natural disasters
How do people recover from natural disasters? How can we be prepared for natural disasters?

Typical class activities:
In this one semester elective, students will be immersed in the world of natural disasters and will consider
specific case studies from around the world. Case Studies may alter to follow changing world events

Assessment Tasks:
A variety of assessment methods are used including making models, investigating specific events and
inquiry.
Do this subject if….
You have an interest in how the physical environment affects people and how to predict and understand
natural disasters and how to reduce their negative impacts on people and communities.
Extension Learning Subsidy: $10 (include workbook)
(includes costs of materials for business activity and guest speaker / excursion expenses)

Environmental Science

9ENVI

Content and ideas:
This course is for students who want to find out more about the natural world and understand the impact that
humans have upon it.
We will investigate the four spheres of planet Earth: atmosphere, biosphere,hydrosphere and lithosphere,
and the interactions between them.
During this course you will increase your understanding of the natural environment using information from
biology, chemistry, geography, earth sciences, physics and engineering. Environmental awareness is crucial
for wellbeing, prosperity and survival on our planet. This subject focuses on the effects of human activity on
the environment and explores how we can protect and restore our natural heritage; minimise human impact;
reverse environmental degradation; and better manage our environment and resources.
Typical class activities:
●
●
●
●
●
●

Practical investigations in the school grounds environment
Individual research projects
Microscope work
Investigative field trips to "Lucas Creek Tributary" and action project
Practical experiments in the laboratory
Interacting with guest speakers from Auckland Council, Water Care and Kaipatiki Project

Skills focus:
Field work and laboratory investigation skills; gathering and interpreting evidence. Presentation and group
work skills.
Assessment Tasks:
Practical investigations. Research and presentation. Written report.
Do this subject if….
You are interested in understanding the systems that make up our home planet and how we can live
sustainably.
You are interested in careers such as: Environmental Consultant; work with the Department of Conservation;
Ecologist; Natural Resource Manager; Marine Biologist; Veterinarian; Farm manager; Agriculturalist;
Environmental Health; Water Resources Management; Soil Science; Planning for Climate Change, and
Meteorology.
Extension Learning Subsidy: $30 to cover planned visit to Water Treatment facility and or Lucas Creek
Tributary investigation and action project.

Human Biology

9HBIO

Content and ideas:
What is blood? 5 litres of crimson liquid flows through your veins. But how does it flow through your body?
How does it support every one of your 30 trillion cells? What are its secrets when it comes to killing and
defeating Covid 19?
In this elective, you will discover the structure of the Circulatory, Respiratory and Immune systems and relate
this to their functions. You will have opportunities to link this understanding to current medical /ethical and
societal issues. Some history of medicine, medical discoveries and famous scientists will be uncovered too.
This is a semester-long course.
Typical class activities:
Theory aspect:
● research and investigate the structure of cells
● organs
● systems and organisms
Use this knowledge to describe their functions and explain how they work.
Practical:
● microscopy
● dissection
● creating models to demonstrate scientific phenomenon
● culturing pathogens
● measuring heart rates
Skills focus:
Team work, collecting evidence to support your understanding, forming conclusions based on evidence,
forming opinions using evidence, interpreting and creating scientific diagrams to support scientific concepts.
Assessment Tasks:
Anatomy and Physiology of the circulatory system: Identify the different vessels, chambers and structures of
the circulatory system and explain how they work.
Create a product that will inform the general public about vaccines (this could be in essay, booklet, poster,
stop motion, video, comic strip form)
Do this subject if….
You are interested in understanding how the human body works
You may wish to study sports science, physiotherapy, paramedicine, nursing, medicine or other health
sciences in the future
Extension Learning Subsidy: $20 (extra funding maybe required for optional excursions)

